In a recent paper we showed that every connected graph can be written as a weak cartesian product of a family of indecomposable rooted graphs and that this decomposition is unique to within isomorphisms.
Abstract.
In a recent paper we showed that every connected graph can be written as a weak cartesian product of a family of indecomposable rooted graphs and that this decomposition is unique to within isomorphisms.
Using this unique prime factorization theorem we prove that if a graph X can be written as a product of connected rooted graphs, which are pairwise relatively prime, then the automorphism group of X is isomorphic to the restricted direct product of the automorphism groups of the factors with prescribed subgroups the isotropy groups of the factors at the roots. This is a generalization of Sabidussi's theorem for cartesian multiplication.
Sabidussi [4] proved that if Xi, ■ ■ ■ , Xn are connected graphs of finite type which are pairwise relatively prime with respect to cartesian multiplication, then the automorphism group of the product is isomorphic to the direct product of the automorphism groups of the factors. The proof of this result uses the unique prime factorization theorem for cartesian multiplication.
In [3] it was proved that, for connected graphs, unique prime factorization holds for weak cartesian multiplication.
The purpose of this note is to generalize Sabidussi's Theorem to the weak cartesian product of a family of rooted graphs.
Let iGa)a£A be a family of groups and for each aEA let Ha be a subgroup of Ga-The restricted direct product of the family of groups (Ga)aeji with prescribed subgroups Ha is defined by IX (Go, Ha) = <gE II Ga | pra gEHa for all but finitely many aEA > .
This product was introduced by Vilenkin [6] and can be found in Kuros [2] . For a subgraph
Fof a graph X we use the notation of [5] and denote the subgroup of the automorphism group of X that leaves
where GiX) is the automorphism group of X. Hence G(A7; xa) denotes the isotropy group of Xa at xa. Our main result is the following:
Theorem.
Let (Xa, xa)aGA be a family of connected rooted graphs which are pairwise relatively prime. Then G(\\aeA (Xa, xa)) is isomorphic to the restricted direct product of the groups G(Xa) with prescribed subgroups G(Xa;xa).
We will proceed by first characterizing a particular subgroup of the automorphism group of the disjoint union of a family of connected graphs. Let (Xa)aeA be a family of connected graphs and for each aEA we distinguish a vertex xaE V(Xa), that is, we consider the family of rooted graphs (Xa, xa)aeA-Let X = 2^2<"ea (Xa, xf) denote the disjoint union of the family (Xa, xa)aeA-Since each Xa is connected, every <pEG(X) determines a permutation ir^, on the index set A by ir<t,(a) =b if and only if 4>X"=Xb. Let H(X) be the subgroup of G(X) consisting of all (pEG(X) such that <pxa=x^(a) for all but finitely many aEA.
Lemma 1. Let (Xa, xf) be a family of connected graphs. Let X = 2^l"SA(Xa, xa) and let N = H(X)n\C\aSA G(X;Xf). Then N is normal in H(X) isomorphic to the restricted direct product of G(Xf) with prescribed subgroups G(Xa; xf) and H(X)/N is isomorphic to a union of an upward directed family of direct products of symmetric groups. Clearly <p\ XaEG(Xa) and <p\ XaEG(Xa; xf) for all but a finite number of aEA, and hence f<j>EP-It is easily verified that/ is an isomorphism.
To prove that H(X)/N is isomorphic to a union of direct products of symmetric groups we partition A into a collection of subsets {•<4.-|^G.r} such that Xa^Xb if and only if a, bEA, for some iEI.
Now partition At into a collection of subsets {^4i,-|/£/,-} such that a, bEAn for some jE J, if and only if there exists an isomorphism <p: Xa-*Xb such that c/>xa = x&. We will assume that the index sets /,-are chosen to be disjoint. We will denote the symmetric group on a set A by S(A) and if BEA we will consider S(B)ES(A). For any finite subset K of Uis/ Ji put K, = K(~\Ji and let Pk -II^.-If K and K' are any two finite subsets of I7er /,• then PK and Pk< are subgroups of Pk\jk', that is, the Pr's form an upward directed family of subgroups of S(A) and hence UPk, where the union is taken over all finite subsets of U.er Ji, is a group. The homomorphism cp-*Tr^ of H(X) into S(A) has as its kernel N. We will now show that dy-yjr^, is a mapping onto UP«. For any d>EH(X) we have that for all but a finite number of aEA we have that/)/': V(P)->V(P).
The proof of [4, (3.1) ] then establishes that f\p is a graph automorphism and that/ is a group monomorphism. We now will show that/ is onto.
Let cr be that equivalence defined on the edge set E(P) by eae' if and only if there exists an a such that the ath projections of e and e' are edges of E(Xf). By [3, Remark 2] cr is contained in the principal filter of all acyclic equivalence relations containing cAJfi. By [3, Theorem 2] the least element p in the filter of all acyclic equivalences containing «Uj3 determines the unique decomposition of P into its prime factorization say P=W\b<EB (Ya, yf). For convenience we will identify P with H^e^ (^&> 3^) anc^ hence we may without loss of generality assume that for each aEA there exists CCP such that Xa = Yibec (Yh, yf) and pr& xa=yb for all bEC. Now let <pEG(P). For any z EV(P) and any aEA let tj: Xa-^P de- 
Now define x^EH(S) by
IX X" = pr,r+<o><R, aEA.
Again using the proof of [4, (3.1) ] one can show that/^=0. Hence/
